Chapter 1

THE MINOR LEGES PART 1. PROBLEMS, BACKGROUND, LEX RIBUARIA, EWA AD AMOREM

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The starting point and central theme of the next two chapters is the relationship between ethnic identity and the leges. The view that the possession of leges gave a sense of civilisation to gentes can be found in classical and late antique histories available to the Carolingians.¹ For Wormald, such a link was crucial also to understanding the leges in the early Middle Ages: the leges had a role in reinforcing feelings of ethnic identity, so ‘The lex of the Franks was more than Frankish law. It was the Frankish past. It was Frankish identity’.² But ethnogenesis theorists have taught us to worry about what such statements might ever mean. We are constantly reminded that ethnic identity was malleable, and that we must be aware of the specific political context of each use of ethnic terminology. The production of each text encoded an argument, and each text might subsequently be used for different arguments in different contexts. As Pohl put it, texts ‘can only be understood properly if we do not see them as evidence for the natural existence of ethnic communities, but as part of strategies to give shape to these communities’. Ethnic identity must also always be ‘constituted through social contact’, so the nature of that social contact needs to be central to any investigation of the meaning of the terminology.³

¹ Take for example Ammianus Marcellinus, Ammian Marcellini Rerum gestarum libri qui supersunt ed. W. Seyfarth (Leipzig, 1978) Vol. I pp. 8–9 and 12. Translations taken or adapted from Ammianus Marcellinus, Rerum gestarum libri ed. and trans. J. Rolfe (Cambridge, MA, 1963–4), Loeb Classical Library Vol. I pp. 26–7 and 36–7: XIV, 4, 1: The Saracens, whom ‘we have never found ... desirable either as friends or as enemies’ pointedly have no laws. XIV, 6, 5: laws are ‘the everlasting foundations and moorings of liberty’ that the Romans set up before entrusting the management of their inheritance to the Caesars.
² Wormald (1999), The making, p. 49.
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Although we now have sophisticated accounts of the meaning and purpose of ethnic terminology in some of the earliest leges barbarorum, they have been geared towards the period in which the leges were composed. In this period, the emergence of ethnic kingdoms and an ethnic discourse has been seen as a fundamental development in the transformation of the Roman world. The possible use Wormald suggested, that leges continued in the Carolingian period to be relevant to questions of ethnicity, has not been considered in detail. Indeed, ethnicity, and ethnic processes in general, have been studied in less detail in the Carolingian period than in the previous period.

In the studies we have, the use of Frankish terminology in both Merovingian and Carolingian periods has emerged as uniquely slippery. The term ‘Frank’ is apparently sometimes used as a term denoting free status, sometimes it is an ethnic term, and when it is, it overlaps with, is qualified by, or contrasts with a large variety of alternative identities or sub-identities, especially in connection with the division between East and West Franks. Sometimes it seems more to represent a sense of trans-ethnic political identity. One must be especially alert with the Franks to the possibility of very rapid shifts in the use of ethnic
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terminology, and must look very hard at specific contexts to make a convincing argument about the link between lex and gens.7

The few published views on the relationship between ethnic identities and what I call the ‘minor leges’ — the group of ninth-century leges for Saxons, Thuringians, Frisians, and Chamavians — in the Carolingian period are too simple to swallow. Collins describes the Lex Saxonum as simply Charlemagne’s will imposed on his new subjects, but given ethnic wrapping, whose purpose was the articulation of a characteristically Frankish obsession with defining the gens of all newly subjugated peoples, while simultaneously refining the sense of a Frankish gens.8 But much more specific work is needed to make his suggestion convincing. Not only is the dating of the Lex problematic, but Collins’s view of the role of ethnicity under the earlier Carolingians was somewhat narrow.9 He placed great weight on his observation that Aquitani appear in Aquitaine as a symptom of ‘ethnicisation’ of territorial terminology. But he did not take account of a central result of Ewig’s work in the 1960s, that the opposite tendency was most prevalent, that there was a widespread territorialisation of ‘ethnic’ terminology, and that this was a process with lasting significance.10 Non-Frankish gentes in the ninth century can also be seen developing an internally focused self-awareness very much bound up with the history of the Franks, nowhere more clearly than in the Saxon case.11 So several processes, the complexity of which we need to appreciate, were operating simultaneously in the same period. The history of the lex needs to be traced in all of this complexity.

Bound up in the connection between gentes and leges is the ‘personality principle’, under which each man was entitled to use and be judged under his own ‘ethnic law’. This was considered a central feature of Germanic law by the scholars of the Historische Rechtsschule, and has since been the subject of some welcome revisionist attention. Amory most clearly suggested that the principle was not something imported

8 R. Collins, Early medieval Europe (300–1000) (Basingstoke, 1991), pp. 297ff.: ‘it does seem as if under Charles the Franks were trying to define their own identity against those of all surrounding groups, who were forced by their Frankish conquerors or political masters into accepting far more rigid and formal definitions of their customs, history and ethnicity, that were in many respects anachronistic. At the same time the older divisions within the Frankish body politic, notably the division between Neustrian and Austrasian kingdoms, virtually disappear’. For a conscious qualification of this view on the point of the Saxon lex see H. Mayr-Harting, ‘Charlemagne, the Saxons and the imperial coronation of 800’ EHR, 111 (1996), pp. 1129–30. See also R. Collins, ‘Law and ethnic identity in the Western Kingdoms in the fifth and sixth centuries’ in: Smyth (1998), Medieval Europeans, pp. 1–23.
9 For a discussion on dating, see Chapter 2, section 2.4.2.
11 See the work on Selbstbewußtsein esp. in M. Becher, Rex, Dux und Gens (Husum, 1996). This idea is used repeatedly in Chapter 2 below.
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into Europe with the Germanic peoples, but developed as a consequence of the expansion of the Carolingian empire. He argued explicitly against Guterman, the author of the most recent studies focused on personality, and before him Stouff, who saw personal law being supplanted by territorial law only in the Carolingian period. Amory suggested that the expansion of the Carolingian empire in fact led to a new, distinctive sense of ethnicity, in which ‘law was not so much a result as a major determining factor’. It is difficult to find evidence in charters for the operation of personal law in the ninth century, and the majority of references in Carolingian legal texts to the need to preserve the lex of each individual can be read as guaranteeing to each individual a bundle of general rights, rather than the use of an ethnic lex. Guterman’s most recent work appeared in 1990, but he hardly cites a work more recent than 1900, and his perspective is that of a legal historian trying to uncover the system which is assumed to be there, not of an early medievalist who worries about system. In fact, clear professiones iuris – statements of the personal law of an individual – are restricted to Italy, and very occasionally Burgundy, in the Carolingian period, and do not reach their heyday anywhere until some time after. Pohl-Resl even thought that the presence of a professio


14 Italian professiones can be found in I placiti del “Regnum Italiae” ed. C. Manaresi Volume 1, (Rome, 1955). See for a splendid example pp. 533–47 no. 142 from Regio in 944. Note the restriction of references to the leges as a possession to post-900 charters in the teaching volume, whose texts were selected specifically for their demonstration of territoriality and personality: Textes relatifs aux institutions privées et publiques aux épques mérovingienne et carolingienne ed. M. Thévenin (Paris, 1887). Wörmald (1999), The making, pp. 78–9 for Lex Salica as a possession in documents from Autun; p. 81 for the only two non-Italian ninth-century explicit professions.
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*iuris* in Italian charters of the tenth century was a good sign that they had been forged in the eleventh century.\(^{16}\)

A new, comprehensive study is needed tracing the personality principle through the Carolingian period and into the eleventh century, and I shall only offer some fragmentary suggestions arising from texts from my regions. But I shall suggest that, here, both territoriality and personality are concepts too rigid to fit much of the Carolingian evidence. We need to extend to our understanding of the use of the *leges* the emphasis on negotiation and consensus, which has informed so much recent work on society and disputing.

The minor *leges*, the *Leges Saxorum*, *Thuringorum*, *Frisonum*, and the enigmatic *Ewa ad Amorem* are obviously crucial sources for the reading of *lex* in the Carolingian period, because they are the only representatives of the genre actually composed in that period. The next two chapters investigate the production and use of two of them, the *Lex Saxorum* and the *Ewa ad Amorem*. The *Lex Salica* and especially *Lex Ribuaria* are first examined briefly, to provide some context.

1.2 THE FRANKISH BACKGROUND, HISTORY AND ETHNICITY IN THE LEX SALICA AND LEX RIBUARIA

1.2.1 Lex Salica

The *Lex Salica* is the most famous and most widely studied of all the *leges barbarorum*. It is reasonably confidently dated to before 511, and associated with King Clovis, so has naturally played a central role in discussions of all aspects of early Frankish society, government and culture. But its fifty-five extant Carolingian manuscripts suggest that it was also the most widely circulated legal text in the Carolingian period, which brings it to attention for these purposes.\(^{17}\) Unfortunately, little can be said here about the link between the reading of the *Lex Salica* and the maintenance of ethnic identities in the Carolingian period, beyond what has already been printed, but a survey of some literature is worthwhile.

The first question is with what ethnic identity we should be concerned. The traditional view of the *Lex Salica* is that it represented the *Volksrecht* – the ‘tribal law’ – of the Western branch of the Franks, the ‘Salian Franks’, while the eastern Franks, the ‘Ripuarian Franks’ used the *Lex Ribuaria*. Already in the early twentieth century, however,\(^{16}\)


\(^{17}\) Fifty-five is the figure for complete manuscripts. There are also three fragments.
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it was noticed that in almost all contexts, while the Alemannic and Bavarian laws tend to be styled in their manuscripts with a genitive plural, leges Alemennorum and Baiuvariorum, the Salica and Ribuaria are plain adjectives. It was already clear that the term terra salica, found in ninth-century charters and formulæ, made little sense as ‘land of the Salian Franks’, so it was argued instead to relate to a particular kind of landholding, a Herrenhof administered directly by its lord. Stein first suggested that the term Salica even in the context of the Lex Salica had nothing to do with a gens, and instead denoted something along the lines of the Latin term dominica, associated with lordship. More recently, it has also been argued that, in addition to the sense proposed by Stein, Salica is also possibly related to proto-Germanic *saljon, whose clearest modern Germanic cognate is the term Ge-selle. The word implied something along the lines of ‘common’, ‘communal’, ‘shared’. In Springer’s most recent opinion, the term Salica shifted in meaning from ‘common’ to Stein’s ‘lordly’ throughout the Merovingian period. Most radically, he argued that the ‘Salian Franks’ never existed at all. The term Salioi and similar terms do appear in late antique texts, but there have been convoluted arguments as to its meaning and significance, revolving around Julian’s use of the term, and other Latin sources’ dependence on his work. It seems that either ‘Salians’ never existed outside Julian’s work and those who followed him, or a group identifying as ‘Salians’ was crushed by the Romans in the third century, never to appear again.

It is not possible here to treat the arguments concerning the migration period or the etymology in detail. It is, however, quite clear that there is no evidence that the Lex Salica was ever understood in the ninth century as ‘law of the Salians’ or ‘law of the Salian Franks’. On the rare occasions in which a Salicus appears in a charter or a narrative, it is always in a narrowly legalistic context, as ‘a user of Lex Salica’. There is no sense in our sources that there was ever a ‘Salic’ region.

The gens we should be concerned about in relation to the Lex Salica is, straightforwardly, the Franks. This is certainly the assumption of both of the extant prologues to the Lex. The first ‘short’ text, accompanying the

20 The clearest account is in M. Becher, Chlodwig I. Der Aufstieg der Merowinger und das Ende der antiken Welt (Munich, 2011), pp. 55–60.
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A redaction, is Merovingian, the ‘long’, attached to the D redaction, is likely a product of Pippin’s chancery. Both do indeed tell a story about the Franks and their kings. The ‘long’ prologue in particular lauds Frankish achievements at length, displaying what has been described as ‘anthemic arrogance’. This prologue offers the best evidence that the lex of the Franks was ever held up as an achievement, an attribute of a powerful, respectable people. Attempts to establish a role for the Lex Salica as a kind of ethnography, crystallising Frankish identity, have made much of this prologue, but otherwise have rested largely on negative arguments. Only because it is so difficult to see traces of the text in operation in a legal sense was it necessary or possible to forge an argument about alternative roles the text could fulfil. Once again, the central difficulties are that the Lex Salica was never directly cited, and that its revisions centred more on Latinity than substance. We do have reference to the Lex Salica in charters and formulae, but they never point explicitly to a passage in the text as we have it. So if the written lex was not obviously and clearly cited or used as law, then the material in the prologues pointed to an alternative way of reading them.

What we lack is more direct evidence for the connections between the Lex Salica and feelings of ethnic identity. We get nowhere examining patterns in terminology in our sources, as we do with ‘Ribuarians’ and the Lex Ribuaria, and find very little helpful mention of Frankish law in historiography or hagiography, as we do for the Saxons. Neither the ‘long prologue’ itself, nor other works on Frankish ethnography or history have left a considerable record in the surviving manuscripts of Lex Salica, while other texts of law are almost always copied with it. So the Lex Salica may well have been read in the context of Frankish ethnic identity, but the terminology surrounding the text is used too vaguely in other contexts for us to be able to see such a use clearly, and in any case such a use would not rule out other, more ‘legal’ uses. Later I advance an argument from a Carolingian text that the Lex Salica was at least sometimes read as law, in a certain, qualified sense. For the time being, however, to investigate further the connection between lex and gens in the Carolingian period, we must turn to other texts.

21 See the examination of the term lex salica in the charters in G. Köbler, Das Recht im frühen Mittelalter. Untersuchungen zu Herkunft und Inhalt frühmittelalterlicher Rechtsbegriffe im deutschen Sprachgebiet (Cologne, 1971), Forschungen zur deutschen Rechtsgeschichte 7, pp. 96–8.
22 A notable exception is the Passio Leudegarii, discussed in section 1.2.3 below. Another is the Liber Historiarum Francorum on which see, for a recent discussion, R. McKitterick, History and memory in the Carolingian world (Cambridge, 2004), p. 12.
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1.2.2 Ribuarian Lex and the Ribuarians in the Carolingian period

The Lex Ribuaria is generally understood in recent English historiography as a seventh-century text produced under a king in the eastern, Austrasian, Merovingian subkingdom. The text has been associated with an early East Frankish group of ‘Ripuarian Franks’, sometimes referred to in German work as ‘Rheinfranken’. But almost every aspect of the text is problematic. There has been a vigorous German debate over its dating. There were anxieties already in the nineteenth century about its status as Volksrecht, since extensive parts of the text were shown to consist of revised material from Lex Salica. Thus the extant text was sometimes interpreted more as a species of Königsrecht, applicable nonetheless to Ribuarii, and incorporating material from older Rheinfränkisches Volksrecht. But there has been no German consensus on precisely what

23 Most clearly stated and influential is I. Wood, The Merovingian Kingdoms (Harlow, 1994), pp. 115–17. Also Wormald (1999), The making, p. 35; McKitterick (1989). Written word, p. 79. This was also Eckhardt’s view of the text in its extant form: see Lex Ribuaria. Austrasiatisches Recht in 7. Jahrhundert ed. K. A. Eckhardt (Göttingen, 1959), Germanenrechte neue Folge, Westgermanisches Recht I, pp. 142–4 for his final conclusions. This section summarises and develops some of the conclusions of my MPhil thesis, T. Faulkner, ‘Lex Ribuaria’ (2005), unpublished MPhil dissertation, University of Cambridge. Although my views have changed, and the points have been developed further, more detail, and more exhaustive references than there is space for here can still, in some cases, be found there. The best edition is Lex Ribuaria ed. F. Beyerle and R. Buchner (Hannover, 1951), MGH Leges nationum Germanicarum III, 2, to which all references hereafter to Lex Ribuaria point. All numberings for chapters of the text are those used in this edition.


25 Arguments for an eighth-century dating include B. Krusch, Neue Forschungen über die drei oberdeutschen Leges: Baynardium, Alamannorum, Ribuarionum (Berlin, 1927), Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen. Philologisch-Historische Klasse XX, 1, pp. 147ff.; arguments for a seventh-century dating include E Beyerle, Zum Kleinreich Sigiberts III. und zur Datterung der Lex Ribuaria. Rhinische Vierteljahrsblätter, 21 (1956), pp. 357–62, R. Buchner, Die Rechtsquellen (Weimar, 1953), Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen im Mittelalter: Vorzeit und Karolinger, pp. 21–5, but the debate was much more extensive.
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Table 1.1 *Chronological distribution of manuscripts of leges Salica, Ribuaria, Baiuwarorium, and Alemannorum*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Sal</th>
<th>Bav</th>
<th>Rib</th>
<th>Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>750–900</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900–1100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100–</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

kind of kingdom, or region, the text referred to. Springer's rejection of the notion of 'Salian Franks' involved a rejection of the notion of a division of the Franks into two groups. He pointed out that there was simply no evidence for 'Ripuarian Franks' in the Merovingian period. So we cannot take Ribuarians or Ribuarian Franks for granted, and need to investigate what the use of Ribuarian terminology might mean wherever it appears.

The Carolingians were clearly very interested in the *Lex*. Some thirty-six manuscripts survive, of which thirty-one are from the Carolingian period. Table 1.1 shows the numbers of manuscripts of four *leges* by period.

Again, references to particular laws in Carolingian charters and other texts are notoriously rare, but such references as have been found do not give the impression that the *Lex Ribuaria* was restricted in applicability in the ninth century to any eastern Frankish region for which it is understood to have been written in the seventh or eighth century, nor restricted to use by those who held the law to be their own 'ethnic law'.

One of the few references is a passage from the Le Mans forgeries, composed in the 860s:

But what these monks say, that [the monastery of St Calais in the diocese of Le Mans] is your [Louis the Pious's] property, the aforementioned witnesses of Bishop Aldric affirm not to be. They also say that, if it were your property, the possessions of the same monastery would be defended according to *Lex Salica* or *Lex Ribuaria*, just as other


28 See section 1.2.3 below.
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places and possessions do that are your property; and the slaves’ [from different estates] children would not be divided [between those estates], as is the consuetudo to do in that region for other places and possessions that are your property.30

Although this was a forgery, it clearly shows that Lex Ribuaria could be argued broadly as attaching to land near Le Mans, on the other side of the Frankish kingdoms from Cologne. This attachment could conceivably be explained by some kind of use of a personality principle, but the explanation would need to be convoluted: the association here is strongly between royal property and two particular laws, not the law of a particular individual and his land.31 It may be, instead, that the passage envisages the two leges as interchangeable alternatives. We shall see later a similar combination of Lex Salica and Ribuaria at the opposite end of the Frankish realm, in the Netherlands.32

It is also clear that the mainstream Carolingian idea of what and where ‘Ribuaria’ was was very far removed from an understanding of it having corresponded with a large Merovingian subkingdom in the east. The Ribuarians and Ribuaria are mentioned very rarely in Carolingian annals and histories, despite the popularity of the Lex Ribuaria, although we do sometimes find Ribuarian terminology in charters. In both historiographical sources and charters the formulation is usually in pago Riboariense, or something very similar.33 Although there was clearly a great deal of variation in the use of the term, there were somewhere between two hundred and six hundred pagi in the ninth-century empire, and sixty-six in the Rhineland alone.34 Certainly the term suggests a smaller territory than those used for other regions inhabited by gentes


31 So Goffart implies that some kind of law on personality was invoked by citing MGH Capit. I no. 145 p. 297: ut ecclesiam defenderes nos suas contra suas sudeptiones cadem legem defendant, qua ipsi viserunt qui eadem nos ecclesiae condonarent… but its precise relevance to royal lands is not clear. Goffart (1966), Le Mans forgeries, p. 144. Cf. brief consideration of the Church and Roman law in Chapter 5, section 5.3 below.

32 See section 1.4.3 below.

33 Although his attempt to find a system was perhaps unsuccessful, the most comprehensive list of references in print is in E. Innes, ‘Die Civitas Ubiorum, die Francia Rinensis und das Land Ribuarien’ in: Ewig (1976), Spatantikes und Fränkisches Gallien 1, pp. 492ff.